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No 1326

No 2717 scale 1:48
P-40 E/K - Kittyhawk

1:72 scaleCarrirer Deck Section

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:

Flat Gunship Gray
4752AP

Gloss White
4696AP

 go to complete product sheet

Figures and Aircraft not included

Based on the design of the previous single-seat radial engine fighter Curtiss 
P-36, the Curtiss P-40has become one of the most famous and used aircraft 
of the Second World War. Between 1941 and1944 he also played a key role in 
many operational theatres from North Africa to Italy, from Chinato the South 
Pacific. Characterized by a very robust and reliable aerodynamic structure, the 
CurtissP-40 was equipped with an Allison V-12 engine , capable of delivering 
more than 1,150 HP (...)
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Super Decals Sheet for 6 versions

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:

F Olive Drab Ana 613
4842AP

F Insigna Yellow
4721AP

 go to complete product sheet
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The ‘’ Alcione’’ was the main bom-
ber in use with the Regia Aereo-
nautica during the Second World 
War , which gradually substituted 
the S.M.79 as the latter slowly 
passed into the torpedo units. 
The Alcione was the mid-wing tri-
motor ; the cockpit had large gla-
zed areas and tandem seating  for 
the crew. It was built in both sin-
gle  fin and twin fin versions. The 
undercarriages was normal and 
retracted into the engine cowling; 
the teilweel was also retractable.

The Blue Angels, the United States Navy’s flying aerobatic team, were created in 
1946 immediately after the end of World War II. On November 1986, during the 40th 
anniversary year events, the Blue Angels made their transition from subsonic A-4 
Skyhawk II to the new the McDonnell Douglas F/A-18 Hornet . The Blue Angels had 
already flown on aircrafts characterized by big size, as the F-4 Phantom II, but the 
choice of flying on a supersonic plane was, at those time (...)

 go to complete product sheet

 go to complete product sheet

Decals for 
2 versions

No 10006

No 1324

1:72 scale

1:72 scale

Cant. Z. 1007bis Alcione SUPERMODEL

F/A-18 Hornet ™ ‘’Blue Angels’’

Super Decals Sheet - 6 versions

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:

Gloss White
 4696AP

Flat Black
 4768AP

Gloss Yellow
4642AP

Gloss Blue Angels Blue
4687AP
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No 6503

No 6508

U.S. Armoured Gun Truck

Land Rover 109’ LWB

1:35 scale

1:35 scale

Decals for 1 version

This medium cargo truck of the 5 
ton category, is representative of 
today’s generation of logistical-
vehicles of the U.S. Forces. It en-
tered service in the early eighties. 
The M-923 has an extremelystur-
dy structure and excellent off-ro-
ad features (...)

The “Land Rover” was certainly one 
of the most famous symbols of 
“Made in England” on four wheels 
and is a real milestone in the histo-
ry of the off road vehicles. Born af-
ter the war, with the first prototypes 
done in 1947, to meet both civilian 
and military tasks. Inspired, though 
not directly, to the American Jeep, 
was characterized by a 4x4-wheel 
drive and a strong and reliable fra-
me to tackle, with success (...)

F Medium Brown
4306AP
F Medium Green I
4314AP

Flat Dark Green
4726AP
Flat Black
4768AP

MF Gun Metal
4315AP
F Black
4677AP

Gloss Red
4605AP
Flat Orange
4302AP

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:
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Decals for 2 versions
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No 0788

No 8706

DAF 95 Master Truck

M TANK with brakeman’s cab

1:24 scale

1:87/H0 scale

Gloss Red
4605AP
Gloss Orange
4682AP
Metal Gloss Silver
4678AP

Gloss White
4696AP
Flat Black
4768AP

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:
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Italeri wish you

Decals and photo-etched fret included 
tracks not included 

Decals for 2 versions

Merry Christmas
and  Happy new year
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